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Personal Qualifications and Experience
Mr Armstrong has investigated many hundreds of fatal and multiple-vehicle collisions,
including pedestrian, bicycle, HGV, bus, coach and motorcycle collisions and regularly gives
evidence in both the Civil and the Criminal Courts.
He is a specialist Forensic Collision Investigator and Vehicle Examiner and is licenced to
drive most classes of road vehicles including cars, motorcycles, HGVs, coaches, buses and
track-laying vehicles.
He is experienced and qualified in CCTV speed analysis, the correct use of various speed
detection devices, Tachograph analysis and other technical areas.
Mr Armstrong has been employed in forensic collision investigation since 2002 and qualified
as an advanced Forensic Collision Investigator in 2006. He served for 17 years with the
Metropolitan Police where he was a Senior Forensic Collision Investigator, before joining
Keith Borer Consultants in 2016.
His areas of expertise include:







Forensic Collision Investigation to advanced level
Vehicle examination of cars, motorcycles and all classes of HGV/PSV
Analogue and Digital Tachograph examination, calibration and analysis
Forensic tyre examination and Anti-lock brake diagnostics
Calculation of vehicle speed by CCTV analysis
Examination and identification of stolen vehicles and components

He has attained the following:









Certificate of Higher Education (with merit) in Forensic Collision Investigation
Licentiate of the City & Guilds of London in Traffic Accident Investigation
Advanced Automotive Engineer in Vehicle Examination
Class 1 advanced police driving certificate
Police response motorcyclist
Membership of the Institute of Advanced Motorists and Motorcyclists
Membership of the Institute of the Motor Industry
Membership of the Institute of Traffic Accident Investigators

Keith Borer Consultants operates a Continuous Professional Development Scheme for all
staff. Within this scheme Mr Armstrong undertakes regular training and development in the
field of Forensic Collision Investigation, including attending conferences and relevant training
courses. Mr Armstrong and his colleagues maintain an updated library on forensic accident
investigation techniques and research, and on current case law relating to expert evidence.
Mr Armstrong can be contacted on:
Telephone no: 0191 332 4999

E-mail: kbc@keithborer.co.uk

Further details on Keith Borer Consultants can be found at www.keithborer.co.uk.

